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ABSTRACT

A universal electronic transaction card (“UET card”) is

capable of Serving as a number of different credit cards, bank
cards, identification cards, employee cards, medical cards
and the like. The UET card includes Storage elements, an
input interface, a processor, a display, and a communications
interface. In a preferred embodiment, the UET card stores

transactional information to eliminate paper receipts and
includes Security features to prevent unauthorized use. The
UET card may also be used to replace conventional currency
and traveler's checks, and may be configured to Store and
display promotional information, Such as advertising and
incentives.

A communications interface unit (“CIU) may be provided
to interface between the UET card and a personal computer,

automatic banking terminal (commonly referred to as ATM
machines) and/or an institutional mainframe computer. CIU

devices may include electrical contact for recharging a UET
card. A system of utilizing the UET card is also provided

which includes UET cards and CIU devices which enable

the transmission of information between point of Sales (or
point of transactions) computers and the UET cards. The
System further includes point of Sales computers configured

to communicate with the UET card and with service insti

tution computers.
The invention also includes a health care management
System utilizing UET cards. In the health care management
System, all medical information for a patient may be Stored
in the UET card so that when a patient receives services from
a health care provider, that health care provider connects the
patient's UET card to the health care provider's computer
System and can then obtain all pertinent medical information
concerning the patient, including the patient's medical his
tory, insurance information and the like. In addition, the
treatment or Services provided by the health care provider
are stored in the patient's UET card.
The invention also includes methods of issuing an account
authorization to a UET card, a method of transferring
transactional and account information between a UET card

and a personal computer or a mainframe computer, a method
of using the UET card as a remote terminal for a mainframe
computer, and a method of conducting an electronic trans
action.
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DEVICE, SYSTEMAND METHODS OF
CONDUCTING PAPERLESS TRANSACTIONS
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

0001. This invention relates to a universal electronic
transaction card (“UET card”) for storing, transmitting and

receiving personal, accounting and transactional informa
tion, to a UET card and communications Systems, and to an
electronic transaction system which utilizes UET cards. This
invention also relates to a health care System utilizing UET
cards. This invention also relates to methods of issuing an
account authorization to a UET card, a method of transfer

ring transactional and account information between a UET
card and a personal computer or a mainframe computer, a
method of using the UET card as a remote terminal for a
mainframe computer, and a method of conducting an elec
tronic transaction. The UET card of the present invention is
capable of functioning as a number of different credit cards
or other transaction or identification cards, which provides
the user of the UET card with the capability of selecting one
of many Such cards for use in a particular transaction. The
UET card of this invention has universal application for all
personal and financial transactions, Such as normal credit
card usage of the type commonly associated with MAS
TERCARD, VISA, AMERICAN EXPRESS or automatic

banking transactions (known as “ATM transactions); health

Service transactions, Such as physicians Services, hospital
Services, or home health care Services, personal identifica
tion, including Social Security number, Signature, photo
graph, and other personal information; employee informa
tion, Such as employee identification numbers, and license
information, including drivers licenses, vehicle registra
tions, professional licenses, and the like.
0002 Presently, plastic cards are used for a variety of
transactions, Such as credit card purchases, and automatic
banking transactions. Such credit cards include a magnetic
Strip that contains coded information for account informa
tion and, in Some cases, a Security code. The coded infor
mation on the magnetic Strips is read by a device in the
possession of a merchant, which transmits the account
information to a central computer, which determines
whether the account number is valid and whether the pur
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0004. Every day, at least tens of millions of credit card
and ATM transactions take place. Each transaction gives rise
to the creation of Several pieces of paper relating to billing
for the goods or Services purchased by credit card. Elimi
nation of all or a Substantial amount of paper associated with
those transactions would reduce the costs of providing credit
card Services and would reduce the amount of waste gen
erated and energy used as a result, and would improve the
environment. Further, conversion of the manual billing
System could eliminate Substantial labor costs and also
reduce the amount of human error in credit card transactions.

0005 The same is true of the health care industry. A
Substantial amount of paper is generated by the health care
industry, including insurance cards, medical identification
cards, medical bills, medical history reports, and the like. A
Substantial amount of personal health care information must
be manually entered for each Visit by a patient to a health
care provider. Each visit usually results in filling out one or
more insurance forms that are, in turn, Sent to insurance

companies for processing. Approximately 15% of the cost of
health care is spent on insurance companies who process
payments and claims. The Substantial reduction or elimina
tion of paper work associated with health care, and the
conversion to a paperleSS billing System could greatly reduce
the labor costs associated with health care, and thereby
reduce health care expenses considerably.
0006 Most people carry a substantial number of cards,
including multiple credit cards, insurance cards, drivers
licenses, airline cards, check identification cards, ATM

cards, and employee identification cards. Carrying a Sub
Stantial number of Such cards is inconvenient. Financial

accounting associated with these cards related to paying
bills, keeping track of accounts, budgeting, planning and the
like, is manual, cumberSome, time consuming, and difficult
to manage and maintain. Further, Such cards are replaced on
a periodic basis. Thus, a Substantial amount of plastic must
be used to make the cards, paper must be used to mail the
cards to users, and a Substantial amount of paper and plastic
is eventually thrown away, resulting in waste, degradation of
the environment, and a loSS of money.

chase is within the amount of credit available for that

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

account. If the transaction is authorized, the card user

0007. It is an object of the present invention to provide a
universal electronic transaction card (“UET card”) which is

receives a paper receipt as his or her record of the transac
tion, and the retail merchant also keeps a copy of the receipt
as a record of the transaction. Later, usually within 30 dayS,
the card user receives a written Statement, which, in the case

of a credit card, contains an invoice for payment. The user
must then write a check to the credit card company to pay
the amount due on the account. The disadvantage of the
foregoing System is that at least two written documents are
generated for the credit card user, at a Substantial cost to the
credit card institution.

0003. In the case of ATM banking machines, a banking

capable of Storing, transmitting and receiving personal and
transactional information and thereby replacing plastic
cards, which are presently used for the same purpose. In one
form of the invention, the universal electronic transaction

card of the present invention is a pocket sized device, which
includes a microprocessor, random access memory, a dis
play, and input means, and is capable of Storing personal
information Such as the card owner's name, address, date of

birth, Signature, and likeness, as well as the user's Social
security number. The UET card is also capable of storing the

card is inserted into the card reader of the machine, which

user's employee number (if applicable), insurance policy

reads the coded account information and Security code. The
card user then enters a Security code. If the Security code is
correct, the card user is then able to perform a banking
transaction in which he or she may either deposit money,
withdraw money, or check account balances. The ATM card
user receives a paper receipt for the transaction. Later, the
ATM card user also receives a paper record of all of his or
her transactions for the month from the banking institution.

number or numbers for various type of insurance, club
membership account numbers, credit card company account
numbers for a variety of credit card companies, automatic
banking numbers for one or more bank accounts, and any
other financial or personal transactional information. The
UET card is also capable of processing transactional infor
mation and communicating with central processing units or
computerS operated by the providers of Services, Such as

US 2005/0247777 A1
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credit card institutions, banks, health care providers, retail
ers, wholesalers or other providers of goods or Services. The
UET card is also capable of communicating with personal

user, account information for a plurality of Service institu

computers, including those used by retailers (point of sale
computers), and personal computers used in other business

information exists. Memory means are provided for Storing
the information inputted by the inputting means. Commu
nications means are provided for electronically communi
cating information stored in the UET card. The UET card
includes display means for displaying information for a
plurality of Service institution accounts, including personal

applications or at home.
0008. In one embodiment of the invention, a UET card is
provided for Storing, transmitting, and receiving information
for a plurality of Service institutions. AS used herein, the
term "service institution' includes any business, Service,
governmental agency, or other entity, which issues any type
of card commonly carried by an individual for the purposes
of identification, credit transactions, bank transactions,

licensing, registration or Similar functions. The information
stored, transmitted, or received by the UET card may include
personal information of the user of the UET card. It may also
include account information for each Service institution with

which the user has an account. AS used herein, the term

“account information' includes any identifying designation
which identifies the UET card user with a service institution,

including but not limited to the user's name, address, phone
number, Social Security number, credit card account num
bers, bank account numbers, license numbers, identification
numbers, insurance account numbers, medical identification
numbers, and the like. The information Stored, transmitted,

or received by the UET card may also include transactional
information for accounts with Service institutions in which

the UET card user has an account. AS used herein, the term

“transactional information' includes information relating to
one or more individual financial transactions, Such as credit

card transactions, medical treatment payments, insurance
payments, and the like. The transactional information
includes various transaction details that may appear on a
paper receipt for any given financial transaction, Such as a
Subtotal, a tip, if any, a transaction total, the date and place
of the transaction, and the user's signature.
0009. In another embodiment of the invention, the infor
mation stored, transmitted, and received by the UET card
includes promotional information. AS used herein, “promo
tional information' includes advertisements, electronic fac

Similes of coupons, and usage incentives Such as “frequent
flier miles,' cash back rebates, or any of various incentive
programs offered by credit card issuers.
0010. In another embodiment of the invention, the infor
mation stored, transmitted and received by the UET card
includes Stored cash Value information. AS used herein,
“stored cash value information' includes information relat

ing to a cash balance which may be stored on the UET card,
credits or debits to the cash balance, a traveler's checks

balance which may be stored on the UET card, credits or
debits to the traveler's check balance and graphical images
of various denominations of currency and traveler's checkS.
In this embodiment, the UET may be used as an electronic
equivalent to cash or traveler's checkS. Electronic cash or
traveler's checks are inherently Safer than conventional
counterparts, however, due to the Security features of the
UET.

0.011 The UET card comprises housing means adapted to
fit in a pocket or a purse which houses inputting means,
memory means, communications means, display means, and
processing means. Inputting means are provided for input
ting information, including personal information for the

tions in which the user has an account, and transactional
information for each Service institution for which account

information, account information, and transactional infor

mation. In a preferred embodiment the display means com
prises a touch-Sensitive LCD display. In a preferred embodi
ment, the UET card is also provided with processing means
for processing information, although if required by cost
considerations, the processing means could be provided by
a personal computer or a communications interface unit

(which is described below). Means are also provided for
providing and Storing electric power and for Selectively
providing power to the components of the UET card. The
UET card also includes Security means for preventing unau
thorized use of the universal electronic transaction card and

for preventing unauthorized access to the information Stored
in the memory means of the universal electronic transaction
card.

0012. In a preferred embodiment, the UET card includes
a touch-Sensitive display which is large enough to display a
Visibly perceptible replica of a credit card and a visibly
perceptible replica of the user's signature. Menus can be
provided on the touch Sensitive display to enable the user to
Select one Service institution from a group of Service insti
tutions in order to proceed with a transaction using the card.
Further, the touch-sensitive display may be provided with
multiple levels of menus, including at least one level
enabling the user to Select from groups of Service institu
tions, and at least one other level enabling the user to Select
a particular Service institution. In addition, a graphic image
of a Service institution may be displayed when the Service
institution is Selected by a user, along with the user's name
and account number. Alternatively, instead of a touch
sensitive display, the UET card may be provided with a
pointing device.
0013 The UET card can also be provided with a variety
of other menus, which permit the user to review account
information for a Selected Service institution, or a record of
transactions with a Service institution. In addition, the user's

Signature can be inputted into the UET card and thereafter
displayed for Security purposes. The electronic transaction
card may further include means for automatically canceling
at least one account in the event that a non-authorized user

attempts to use the card to conduct an unauthorized trans
action with the user's account.

0014. The UET may also include power means for selec
tively providing power to the display means, the processor
means and the communication means. In one Such embodi

ment, the means for providing and Storing electric power
includes first power means for providing backup power to
the memory means and Second power means for Selectively
providing power to the memory means, inputting means,
display means, processing means and communications
means. In addition, the UET card may further be provided
with means for detecting inputting and processing activity
and for turning off power to display means and processing
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means upon detecting no inputting or processing activity for
a predetermined time interval.
0.015 The present invention also provides for a universal
electronic transactions card and communications System

communicating an authorized account number to a universal
electronic transaction card; means for receiving and Storing
personal information for each authorized account number;
means for communicating with a personal electronic trans

mitting, and receiving the type of information discussed
above for a plurality of service institutions. The system
includes a plurality of UET cards adapted to fit in a pocket
or a purse and a plurality of communications interface units

receiving and Storing information relating to account trans
actions. Communications Systems are provided to enable

(“UET card and communications System') for Storing, trans

(“CIU”). At a minimum, the UET cards must include

memory Storage devices and means for electronically trans
mitting information to and from the UET memory. Prefer
ably, the UET cards in this UET card and communication
System are also provided with touch-Sensitive display
means, and processing means. Either the UET card or the
CIU device must have display means for displaying infor
mation for a plurality of Service institution accounts, includ
ing personal information, account information, and transac
tional information; processing means for processing
information, including personal information, account infor
mation, and transactional information; means for providing
and Storing electric power and for Selectively providing
power to the memory means, inputting means, display
means, processing means and communications means, and,
Security means for preventing unauthorized use of the uni
Versal electronic transaction card and for preventing unau
thorized access to the information Stored in the memory
means of the universal electronic transaction card.

0016. Thus, in the UET card and communications sys
tem, the CIU device may comprise a passive interface
between the universal electronics transaction card and a

personal computer. In that event, the UET card may be
equipped with memory, processing means, touch-Sensitive
display means, and means for interfacing with the CIU
device. Information may be communicated from the UET
card through the CIU device to the personal computer, where
it may be processed by the computer to produce electronic
reports in the nature of monthly Statements now received
from Service institutions. In addition, modem communica

tions with a central System may be done by the personal
computer. Alternatively, in the UET card and communica
tions System, the CIU device may comprise a passive
interface with the universal electronicS transactions card and

a modem. Or, the CIU may have more features, including a
passive interface with the universal electronics transactions
card, a modem, means for processing information, means for
Storing information, input means for entering information,
and display means for displaying information.
0.017. The invention also includes an electronic transac
tion system which includes a plurality of UET cards, CIU
devices, point of transactions Systems, and an institutional
System. The point of transactions System includes means for
inputting and Storing transactional information; means for
electronically communicating with the UET card to receive
account information; means for electronically communicat
ing the account information and transactional information to
an institutional System; and means for electronically com
municating transactional information to the personal elec
tronic transaction card. The communications between the

UET card and the point of transactions System may be done
through the CIU device. The institutional system includes
means for creating account numbers, means for assigning
and authorizing account numbers, means for electronically

action card to authorize account transactions, and means for

communications between the universal electronic transac

tion card and point of transactions System and between the
point of transactions System and the institutional System,
including card interfacing means for interfacing between the
transactional provider System and the universal electronic
transaction card to exchange electronic information; and
communications means for communicating with the insti
tutional System.
0018. In one application of this invention, a health care
management System is provided in which UET cards are
used for inputting, Storing, processing, and transmitting
personal information, including personal medical history,
account information, and transactional information. At least

one central health care information processing System is
provided, and it includes means for creating, assigning and
Storing patient and health care provider accounts, means for
electronically communicating account information to a uni
Versal electronic transaction card; means for receiving and
Storing personal information for each authorized account
number, means for communicating with a universal elec
tronic transaction card to authorize account transactions,

means for receiving and Storing information relating to
account transactions, and means for Storing and communi
cating medical histories. In this System, the UET card is used
by a patient when the patient visits the health care provider.
Health care providers may include doctors, hospitals, labo
ratories, pharmacies, out patient clinics, and the like. Health
care providers use a health care provider processing System,
which includes means for electronically communicating
with the central health care information processing System;
means for electronically communicating with the UET card;
and memory means for Storing patient information. Com
munications Systems are also provided for providing com
munications between the universal electronic transaction

card, the central health care information processing System,
and the health care provider processing System.
0019. When a patient visits a health care provider, the
patient's UET card is interfaced with the health care pro
vider processing System, which in turn may communicate
with the central health care processing System. All pertinent
information concerning the patient's health is then instantly
available to the health care provider, including the patient's
medical history, insurance coverage, and the like. After the
patient is treated, or is provided with a medical Service,
billing is automatically done by the System, and all pertinent
information concerning the billing is electronically trans
mitted to the patient's UET card and also to the appropriate
Service institution.

0020. This invention also includes a method of conduct
ing an electronic credit transaction using a Service institution

account which includes the steps of (1) selecting from a UET

card a Service institution account from a group of Service

institution accounts; (2) establishing an electronic commu

nication between the universal electronic transaction card, a

point of transaction System and a Service institution System;

(3) transmitting from the universal electronic transactions
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card to the point of transaction System the account informa

tion for the Selected Service institution account; (4) trans

mitting from the point transaction System to the Service
institution System transactional information for the credit

transaction and the Service institution account; (5) in the

Service institution System, Screening the Service account and
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the identifying information with authorization information
in the Service institution account to determine if the identi

fying information is valid; and, for valid identifying infor
mation, communicating Selected account and transaction
information between the universal electronic transaction

card and the Service information System, responsive to

transactional information to determine whether the account

commands communicated from the universal electronic

is valid and whether the credit transaction is within prede

transaction card to the Service information System. The
Selected transactional information may thereafter displayed

termined credit limits for that account; and (6) for valid

accounts and credit transactions within predetermined lim
its, transmitting an authorization for the credit transaction to
the point of transaction System, Storing the transactional
information for the credit transaction in the Service institu

tion System with respect to the Service institution account,
and transmitting the transactional information for the credit
transaction to the universal electronic transaction card and

Storing the transactional information for the credit transac
tion in the universal electronic transaction card with respect
to the Service institution account.

0021. This invention also includes a method of issuing an
account by a Service institution to a user of a universal
electronic transaction card to authorize the user to use the
universal electronic transaction card for the account. The

method includes the steps of (1) obtaining predetermined
information from the user as required by the Service insti

tution; (2) issuing account information for the user, includ
ing an account number; and (3) electronically transmitting to
the user's universal electronic transaction card predeter
mined account information for the Service institution

account and predetermined information about the Service
institution and the account to be displayed by the universal
electronic transaction card when the universal electronic
transaction card is used to conduct a credit transaction for

Such account. Among other things, the predetermined infor
mation may include the name of the Service institution
account Service and a graphic image of the Service institu
tion's account Service logo.
0022. This invention also includes a method of transfer
ring account information and accumulated transactional
information for a plurality of credit transactions for a Service
institution account from a UET card to a personal computer.
The method comprises the Steps of establishing an electronic
communication between a personal computer and a UET
card; Selecting at least one Service institution account;
Selecting from the at least one Service institution account
credit transactions for Such account which were transacted in

a predetermined period of time; and, transmitting from the
universal electronic transaction card the Selected credit

transactions to Storage means in a personal computer. The
Selected credit transactions may thereafter be displayed on
the personal computer in the form of a monthly Statement of
the type normally provided on paper by the Service institu
tion.

0023 The invention also includes a method of using a
UET card as a remote terminal for a service institution

System. The method includes the Steps of Selecting a previ
ously authorized Service institution account from the uni
Versal electronic transaction card; establishing an electronic
communication between a personal computer and the Ser
Vice institution System for Such Service institution account;
transmitting to the Service institution System from the uni
Versal electronic transaction card identifying information for
the user and for the Service institution account; comparing

on the universal electronic transaction card in the form of a

monthly Statement of the type normally provided on paper
by the service institution.
0024. There are several advantages to the present inven
tion. With respect to credit card transactions, the UET card
of the present invention may be used to Store in memory
each credit card or bank transaction for which it is used.

Those transactions may be displayed on the display of the
UET card. Alternatively, the contents of memory may be
electronically transferred to a personal computer for use in
any one of a number of commercially available personal
accounting programs, Such as the program commercially
sold under the name “QUICKEN”. Alternatively, the infor
mation could be used with spreadsheet programs, Such as
LOTUS or EXCEL. Alternatively, the UET card may be
provided with a disk containing a program that may be used
on a personal computer to display and print the information.
Or, for those card users who might not own a personal
computer, a printer may be provided to interface with the
card and to print the record of the desired transaction or
transactions.

0025 Given the capability of retaining an electronic
record of transactions, the user of the UET card would have

no need for a paper record of the transaction, and the paper
receipt at the point of Sale could be eliminated. Further, Since
the information concerning each credit card transaction
would be recorded in the memory of the UET card at the
time of the transaction, there would be no need for the

generation of a monthly Statement from the credit card
provider to the UET card owner. In fact, the UET card owner
could eliminate all paper transactions and bills by using an
electronic method of paying the credit card provider by any
one of the methods that are currently available.
0026. There are also several advantages that may be
realized by the application of the present invention to the
health care industry. A patient's insurance information, and
key medical history information may be maintained in the
memory of the UET card. Alternatively, or in addition, a
patient's complete medical history may be maintained in a
universal database, accessible over a health care data net

work similar to the network presently known as the INTER
NET. Thus, every time a patient using a UET card would
Visit a doctor, or a hospital, or an out patient clinic, or a
pharmacy, the patient's medical history would be available
So that the health care provider or pharmacist would have
instant access to information that might prevent the pre
Scribing of drugs or other treatment which would not be
tolerated by the patient, because of allergic reactions or other
contraindications.

0027. The foregoing advantages are some examples of
the advantages provided by the present invention, and are
not intended to be exhaustive. Specific examples of the
implementation of the invention are shown in the drawings
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and are discussed herein. Those examples are intended
provide examples of the invention, not to limit it. The Scope
of the invention is expressed in the claims.
DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

0028 FIG. 1 is a front view of one embodiment of a

universal electronic transaction card in accordance with the

present invention.
0029 FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating one embodi
ment of a universal electronic transaction card System in
accordance with the present invention.
0030 FIG. 3 is a block diagram of one embodiment of
the UET card of the present invention.
0.031 FIG. 4 is a functional diagram of the software
blocks used in one embodiment of the UET card.

0032 FIG. 5 is a front view of one embodiment of a
communication interface unit of the present invention.
0.033 FIG. 6 is a block diagram of one of the components
of the communication interface unit of the present invention.
0034 FIG. 7 is a block diagram of the software blocks
used in one embodiment of the communication interface unit

of the present invention.
0035 FIG. 8 is a diagram illustrating three different
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0049 FIG. 22 illustrates a phone “card” as it would be
used on the UET card of the present invention.
0050 FIG. 23 illustrates an airline “card” as it would be
used on the UET card of the present invention.
0051 FIG. 24 illustrates a car rental “card” as it would
be used on the UET card of the present invention.
0052 FIG.25 illustrates special interfaces with the com
munications interface unit that may be used to handle
different protocols used by different service institutions.
0053 FIG. 26 illustrates the use of an alphanumeric
keyboard on the touch sensitive display of the UET card.
0054 FIG. 27 illustrates additional features that may be
added to the UET card of the present invention.
0055 FIG. 28 outlines a “to do” list on the UET card of
the present invention.
0056 FIG. 29 outlines the initialization process for a
UET card of the present invention.
0057 FIG. 30 illustrates a variety of interfaces for the
UET card of the present invention.
0.058 FIG.31 illustrates a block diagram of a health care
Service provider System using the UET card of the present
invention.

versions of a communication interface unit used in the

present invention.
0036 FIG. 9 illustrates one embodiment of the display of
the UET card of the present invention.
0037 FIG. 10 illustrates a signature made by a user on
the display of the UET card of the present invention.
0.038 FIG. 11 illustrates a manner of inputting a security
code on the UET card of the present invention.
0039 FIG. 12 illustrates a menu for selecting from
groups of Service institution transactions.
0040 FIG. 13 illustrates a menu for selecting from credit
card transactions after Selection of credit from the menu
shown in FIG. 12.

0041 FIG. 14 illustrates a menu for user commands for
a credit card transaction for the UET card of the present
invention.

0042 FIG. 15 illustrates a status display on the UET card
of the present invention during a transaction.
0.043 FIG. 16 illustrates another status display on the
UET card of the present invention during a transaction.
0044 FIG. 17 illustrates a status display upon comple
tion of a transaction.

004.5 FIG. 18 illustrates commands that may be used on
the UET card of the present invention.
0046 FIG. 19 illustrates an ATM bank “card” as it would
be used on the UET card of the present invention.
0047 FIG. 20 illustrates a medical “card” as it would be
used on the UET card of the present invention.
0048 FIG.21 illustrates an ID “card” as it would be used
on the UET card of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

0059) The embodiment of the Universal Electronic
Transaction (UET) Card shown in FIG. 1 consists of a large
full Scale liquid crystal display with touch-memory Screen
10, a LED light emitting diode to indicate on/off status 11,
an on/off Switch 12, metal contacts 13 to read/write to and

from the memory and to charge the battery through an

external unit, Such as a communications interface unit, a

Slide type control to manage display brightness 11, plastic
cover and enclosure 15, Speaker or beeper 16 to activate an
audible alarm during low battery or a reminder Signal and
asSociated electronicS hardware and Software to Store and

analyze personal, account, credit, and transactional infor
mation. The size of the UET card may be around 3%"x2%",
which is similar to the normal plastic credit card in use
today. It is designed to be carried in the wallet and/or
packets.
0060. In the preferred embodiment discussed herein, the
user may enter information into the memory of the UET card
by touching Selected parts of the touch-Sensitive display.
Alternatively, if the display is not touch-Sensitive, the user
may input information by using a mouse or other pointing
device, which may be in the form of a trackball built into the
UET card.

0061 FIG. 2 shows an embodiment of the overall UET
card System configuration It includes a communication

interface unit (“CIU”) 21, which interfaces with the UET
card either through physical metallic contact-preferred for
the touch memory devices—or infra red or radio frequency

based wireless transmit and receive units. The CIU includes

means for receiving data from the UET card, Such as metal
contacts to connect to the metal contacts 13 of the UET card,

or infrared or radio frequency based wireleSS Systems,
depending on the System used by the UET card. In addition,
the CIU is provided with memory means for Storing data,
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Such as random access memory devices (RAM), means for
directly communicating with the point of sales (“POS") and
home or office personal computer (“PC”), such as serial or

provided with the capability of analyzing transactions, gen
erating reports and issuing new cards electronically by
transmitting an electronic image of the card after caller
identification and Verification. This electronic image may

erS and data base facilities for credit verification, card

expiration, credit limits, and a graphic image of the card,
along with a variety of coded Security information unique to
the credit card issuing company and the-card holder to

processing data, Such as a microprocessor, and means for

parallel ports. The CIU is provided with a modem or other
Suitable means for telecommunicating with remote comput

issuing, bill payments, etc. Some of the features offered by
the CIU can also be incorporated directly into UET card
provided the Size of the card can remain Small enough to
carry it in the pockets.
0062) The POS computer 23 interfaces directly with the
CIU to read/write information to and from the UET card and

communicate with the main central computer of the credit
card or bank card company for customer data base, credit
verification, etc. The POS computer also writes transaction
information directly into the UET card thereby eliminating
need for paper receipts. The POS computer may vary in Size,
shape and applications, and as a result, the CIU is provided
with software which will adapt to a variety of POS com
puters in use today or which may be used in the future.
Software for communicating between computerS is readily
available in the marketplace today. Alternatively, Special
Software may be written to enable the CIU to communicate
with the POS computer.
0063) The home PC 24 interfaces with the UET card to
perform transactional analysis needed for tax review, Sum
mary, or budgeting purposes. Software for interfacing
between the home PC and the UET card for reading infor
mation from the card is available, So long as conventional
memory components are used, or can be specially written.
Software enabling the PC to dial directly to the main central
computer used by a Service institution with whom the user
of the UET card has an account is readily available. For the
purpose of electronic communications with the Service insti
tution, the PC must be equipped with a modem.
0064. At the main central computer a special interface 25
is required with appropriate hardware to concentrate mul
tiple telephone lines, and Software to keep the existing
methodology and formats used by the credit card and
banking industries. The interface also provides caller iden
tification feature normally available from the local telephone
companies to add Security. Through the caller identification
feature, it is possible to identify the location of the origi
nating call for every transaction, Such that along with each
transaction a telephone number can be tagged to trace
misuse of the UET card. This interface 25 is very similar to
the existing interfaces except for the unique Software and the
added caller identification feature.

0065. The main central computer 26 is used by all the
credit card issuing companies or other Service providers for
management and monitoring. The computer includes cus
tomer data base 27, operator positions 28 for customer
Services, and facilities to Store and process transactions,
reports, analysis, account authorization, card issuance and
cancellation, etc.

0.066 The UET card may be configured with sufficient
memory to Store all transactions electronically, So as to
eliminate or reduce the need for paper receipts. The trans
actions thus stored in the UET card may be downloaded into
another computer, Such as the user's home personal com
puter, or the main computer. The main computer may also be

include the name, credit card number, date of issue, date of

eliminate fraud and misuse.

0067. It should be emphasized that the UET card is
capable of interfacing with a variety of mainframe comput
erS for Special applications Such as medical cards, drivers
license identification cards, etc. The transactions for which

the UET card is used take place electronically in real time,
including issuing a card. The transactions are recorded
electronically and do not need paper receipts either at the
customer end or at the credit card company end. It is also
possible to provide on line analysis Service from the main
central computer to the UET card holder for credit verifi
cation, transaction analysis, billing, payments, etc.
0068 FIG. 3 is a block diagram of the major components
of the UET card of the present invention. In the preferred
embodiment, the UET card includes a full scale LCD &

touch Screen display 30, although the display can be a
Smaller size, So long as it is large enough for the messages
displayed on it to be readable by a user and So long as it is
large enough to enable a user to operate the touch controls
discussed herein. The UET card also includes an associated

display controller 31, a micro controller along with RAM/
ROM and Input/Output port management 33, a non-volatile
RAM 34 and or touch memories with direct contact to

connect to the CIU, a light emitting diode 35 to indicate the
status of on/off switch 36, a speaker/beeper 37, pin contacts
38 to connect to the memory and to charge the battery,
infrared or radio frequency option to communicate and, a
built in rechargeable or ordinary batteries 301 to power all
electronics for the card.

0069. The UET card is an active device with a display
which is large enough for the user to View information
relating to the “credit card” to be used in a transaction, the
details of the transaction, and the other information

described herein. The memory must be of Sufficient size to
Store a predetermined number of different cards and trans
actions. The main purpose of the UET card is to consolidate
variety of plastic cards in one and to eliminate paper
transactions by Storing all transactions in the card memory,
which can be down loaded to the home PC.

0070 FIG. 4 is a diagram of the major software blocks
which may be used in the UET card. The software blocks
include a database which may include, for example a 32
bit-non erasable unique number 401 assigned to each UET
card for Security; a primary credit card issuing company or
Service institution number 402 which includes information

about Service institution, Such as the name, address, tele

phone number, etc., personal data 403 Such as name,
address, telephone number, fax number, office address,
phone number, height, weight, birth date, Social Security
number, blood type, marriage Status, and other appropriate
information; credit card account information 404, Such as

American Express, Visa, Diners Club, containing data Simi
lar to that Stored in present plastic card magnetic StripS along
with the visible information on the cards, bank cards 405, ID
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cards 406, including photographs of the user, fingerprints or
other forms of identification; health cards 407; or any other
cards 408, Such as, travel, car rental, Specialty shop, or
restaurant cards. The data base may also include promo
tional information, 424, Such as airline frequent flier data
and Stored cash value information 425, including a Stored
cash or traveller's check balance.

0071. It should be emphasized that the primary credit
card issuing company provides the first hardware/software
and all the necessary interfaces to the customer. Thereafter
Secondary card issuing companies will issue new cards by
Writing electronic prints by dialing in to the card along with
appropriate customer and card issuing company informa
tion.

0.072 Corresponding to each card, a data area 409 is
provided for transient information related to the date of
issue, date of expire, credit limit, etc. This can be charged
periodically by the card issuing company. Also correspond
ing to each card, a transaction memory area 410 is provided
to Store all transaction receipts in electronic form to elimi
nate or reduce paper receipts. The transactions can be down
loaded to a home/office PC. In addition, transactions are also

Stored in the main central computer of the card company.
0073. The UET card software also includes an operating
System 412, memory management 413, database manage
ment 414, display formats and associated management 415,
analysis algorithms and procedures 416, and a CIU and PC
interface 417. In addition, the UET card software may also
include a Scheduler 411, and other utilities, as desired.

0.074 The UET card software also includes modules for
I/O drivers 421, display S drivers 422, utility & command
management 423, clock and calendar 418, initialization 419,
and authorization/Security and Signature management 420.
0075 Initially, when the on/off switch is turned on, the
I/O driver detects it and turns on the display and prepares the
UET card for use. Thereafter the main display provides
options to be Selected by the card user through a touch
Screen. A variety of options are available and UET card can
be programmed for Special applications as desired. All the
individual Software blocks outlined here are standard and

familiar to any one knowledgeable in the Software field.
0076 FIG. 5 shows the CIU hardware 51. The CIU is
used for inter-connecting UET card to PC/POS and the main
central computer through normal telephone lines. AS shown
in FIG. 5, the CIU includes a display for text 52 which may
be a liquid crystal display a cathode ray tube, or Some other
form of display. It also includes a keypad 53 for dialing and
Start/stop and Special functions, a physical connector 58 to
communicate with the UET card 54, a telephone line inter
face 55, a PC/POS interface 56, and a power line connector
57.

0077 FIG. 6 is the block diagram of the CIU. The CIU
comprises a microprocessor 61, a display 62, which may be
a liquid crystal display or other Suitable display, keys 63, a
telephone interface 64, a PC/POS interface 65, a UET card
position 66, and a UET card contact 67.
0078. The software for the CIU is shown in FIG. 7. It
includes I/O drivers 71, display drivers 72, utility/command
management software 73, and a POS database 74 to include
one or more POS ID numbers, credit card company num
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bers, Service numbers, and department identifications or
Sales identifications, or the like. It also includes UET card

management Software 75, and may also include other Soft
ware 76.

0079. When a user of a UET card wishes to use the UET
card for a transaction, the card is connected to the CIU unit.
When the metal contacts of the UET card are connected to

the corresponding contacts or port of the CIU, the CIU
Software recognizes the UET card contact and prepares itself
to read information from the UET card. It also dials the main

computer center for verification and interfaces with POS
computer. The CIU unit may include Software capable of
displaying Signatures or other types of Verification/identifi
cation Such as photographs, finger prints or voice prints.
0080. The other software 76 for the CIU unit may include
an interface for a point of Sales computer or for a home
computer. It may also include special features, transaction
handling, a timer/Scheduler, and memory management Soft
WC.

0081 FIG. 8 illustrates three different versions of the
CIU. CIU A is a passive interface between the UET card and
a personal computer. CIU A includes metal contacts for
connecting with the UET card and a Serial port or a parallel
port or other means for communicating with a home/office
PC. CIU A is a passive device, which does not include any
processing capability, memory, or Software which may oth
erwise be present in a CIU. Those functions are incorporated
in the personal computer to avoid duplication and reduce
cost. In this configuration, the PC is provided with commu
nications Software and a modem So that it is capable of
dialing to the main computer center.
0082) If the UET card user does not have access to PC at
home or office, but would like to use the main computer for
analysis, he/she may use CIU B shown in 82. CIU B may
include only a modem and metal contacts or other means for
communicating with a UET card. In that case, the Software
for operating the modem in order to communicate with the
main computer is present in the UET card.
0.083 CIU C 83, which includes a microprocessor,
memory, a keypad or keyboard, a modem, and an interface
for the UET card, and an interface for a personal computer,
is necessary only when all the facilities are required in one
unit to dial remote main central computer and inter connect
with PC and POS.

0084 CIU A, CIU B, and CIU C may include a metallic
contact for connecting the CIU to the battery 301 of the UET
card. In such an embodiment, the battery 301 is recharged
each time the UET card is connected to a CIU for a

transaction. This embodiment provides for convenient
recharging of the battery 301, and substantially eliminates
the need to replace a conventional battery during normal use.
0085 FIG. 9 illustrates various display areas for the UET
card. At the top or at the bottom of the display, various
commands may appear, Such as: “type”, “print”, “erase',
“security”, “shift”, etc. The remaining part of the display is
available for transaction Storage display and analysis. A
Specific area is assigned for the original Signature for the
permanent record to be used thereafter for identification
purposes. In the same area, the customer is requested to sign
during a Sales transaction, if the Signature is used for
identification, as opposed to a photograph or fingerprints or
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a voice print. The original signature Sample is used for
Verification during a Sales transaction. It is also possible to
display basic card information Such as the name, the card
number, the date of issue, the date of expiration, etc., in the
form of a bar code pattern to be read by a bar code reader
in a predetermined area.
0.086 As shown in FIG. 10, during initialization, the card
holder is requested to Sign in the designated area. This
Signature becomes a permanent record Similar to the one
used in the present day plastic cards and is used for Visual
Verification for identification and Security. Once signed the
Signature is Stored in a memory location from which it can
not be erased by the user. It is called automatically for visual
display to Verify Signature during normal Sales transaction.
0.087 As shown in FIG. 11, a variety of security mecha
nisms can be built into the UET card to avoid access to

confidential information as well to avoid fraud. During
initialization the user is requested to Select a unique autho
rization code which may be up to 10 digits. The user
programmed authorization code is intended to be maintained
by the user in confidence, much like PIN numbers used in
connection with ATM cards. Whenever desired, access to

information stored in the card or the ability to use the card
can be blocked, unless the proper authorization code is
entered. Once the UET card is initialized with a signature
and an authorization code it is ready for normal use.
0088. When several credit card or service institutions
have activated a UET card, a display Such as the display in
FIG. 12 will appear on the card. This allows user to select
any of the card type options for use. For example, the user
can Select by touching box next to the “credit' on the Screen,
all the credit cards available. This is shown in FIG. 13. By
touching the area for the American Express card on the
touch-Sensitive display, for example, the user can See a
graphic image of the American Express Card with appro
priate user commands as shown in FIG. 14. Through these
user commands the card holder can have access to the

information related to account Summary (AS), account pay
able (AP), weekly (W), monthly (M), yearly (Y) details. The
card holder can also ask for help (H), Security (S), last use
(LU) credit limit (CL), balance (BL), and load PC (LP).

Various other utilities and command can be designed to Suit
customer and credit card company requirements.
0089 FIG. 15 displays the status on the UET card during
a Sales transaction, when the UET card is connected through
the CIU to a point of sales terminal. The progress of the
dialing process to the main computer, in the form of Send/
receive etc., is displayed accordingly. Once the point of Sales
terminal is connected to the main computer, the SalesperSon
can input transaction amount for a credit check and autho
rization. After proper verification at the main central com
puter, the authorization will appear on the display of the
UET card and/or the point of sales computer. The point of
Sales computer will download and display the transaction
details, as shown in FIG. 16, and transmit the transaction

information into the memory of the UET card, on which the
transaction information may be displayed for visual verifi
cation by the customer. If necessary, Such as in a restaurant,
the customer can add a gratuity at this stage by using the 0
to 9 keys on the touch-Screen display and appropriate
commands. Thereafter, the POSSalesperSon may request the
customer to Sign the bill on the display in designated area.
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Once the card holder Signs, the customer's original Signa
ture, which was stored in memory when the UET card was
activated, will appear on the display of the UET card and/or
the display of the point of Sales computer for Visual verifi
cation. This would essentially complete normal transaction,
as shown in FIG. 17.

0090 Asample of typical commands for the UET card is
shown in FIG. 18. Because of the software flexibility, a
variety of commands can be developed to changing cus
tomer needs. Each Set of commands are associated with the

display on hand. The commands are required to guide UET
card user to proceSS transactions and help analyze transac
tion details, history, and patterns.
0091 FIG. 19 shows a typical bank card through which
with appropriate interface the card holder can use ATM and
perform bank transactions directly with the bank computer
with built in Security. These transactions may include fea

tures such as, withdraw, deposit, write check (WRC), write

periodic checks, pay home loans, utility bills, etc., or request
monthly Statement, account Summary, etc. All of the infor
mation required for a checking account or ATM transaction
is included in the account information for the bank which
has issued the bank card authorization to the UET card
holder.

0092 FIG. 20 shows a medical card where all the medi
cal history is Stored in electronic memories along with
insurance information and photo identification, if desired.
The photo can also be used on the UET card when it
functions as an ID card, as shown in FIG. 21. Similarly,
FIG. 22 shows a UET card functioning as a phone card.
FIG. 23 shows a UET card functioning as a an airline travel
card, and FIG. 24 shows a UET card functioning as a car
rental card. For special cards, such as those shown in FIGS.
22, 23, and 24, Special interfaces are required to handle
protocols with pay phone, airline reservation Systems, and
car rental management Systems. A diagram showing the
relationships of those interfaces is shown in FIG. 25. These
Special interfaces are CIU with Special Software programs to
interact with the existing Systems, protocols and procedures.
0093. As shown in FIG. 26, the UET card has ability to
provide a complete alpha numeric keyboard on the touch
Screen, which is similar to the keyboard of a personal
computer, and which can be used for utilities which require
typing for Special notes, Such as those features provided in
present day electronic diaries.
0094 FIG. 27 shows an example of some miscellaneous
features which may be included in the UET card. FIG. 28
outlines a “to do' feature, as it might appear on the display
of the UET card, and which may be written through the
keyboard described in relation to FIG. 26. An audible
alarm/buZZer may be used in these applications as a
reminder.

0.095 FIG.29 outlines an initialization process for a UET
card. When the card is first purchased by a user, it will either
have a default Security code or no Security codes, and it may
be set by any user. To initialize the UET card, the user
activates the power on/off switch 12, as shown in FIG. 1.
The image shown in FIG. 10 will then appear on the display
of the UET card. The user writes his or her signature on the
display in the Space indicated, and that Signature is Stored in
Semi-permanent memory. It is also possible to a provide
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Special personal identification number instead of a Signature
to identify a valid customer. Next, the image shown in FIG.
11 will appear, requesting the user to input a Security code.
The user inputs a Security code of up to 10 digits, for

example (although the number of digits in the Security code
may vary, and is not limited to 10 digits). To do So, the user
touches the numbers on the bottom of the display in the
desired sequence. The user may use the “clear” or “clear all”
keys to erase numbers erroneously entered. When the user is
satisfied with the security code, the user uses the “enter” key
to input the Security code into Semi-permanent memory.
Thereafter, the UET card, or protected accounts and/or
information in the card, cannot be used until the Security
code is entered. AS an additional means of Security, the UET
card issuer may require that each user who purchases or
receives a UET card register with a central Security agency

(which may be the UET card provider) to receive a personal
identification number, which is different from the security
code entered by the user in the UET card during initializa
tion.

0096. In order to activate the UET card for a particular
credit card service or other service institution, the UET card

user must complete the normal qualification Steps required
by the service institution. After the service institution
approves the user, it notifies the user, and the user then
connects the UET card to a CIU, which dials the number of

a central computer which is enabled by the Service institu
tion to transmit the authorization data enabling the UET card
to function as a “credit card” or other type of “card” for that
institution. The Service institution may then identify the user,
either through a PIN code given to the user by the service

institution (Such as through the mail), or by other Suitable
means, Such as caller identification of the user's phone
number. Once the Service institution has identified the user,

it transmits to the UET card through the CIU the required
information, Such as the category of Service institution, the
date of issuance, the date of expiration, the credit limit, the
card number, the name of the institution and/or an image of
the institution, which may either be a name or, optionally, a
graphic image of the Service institution's logo. The Service
institution receives from the UET card, through the CIU,
information concerning the user and the user's UET card,
such as the unique serial number of the UET card, the UET

user's electronic signature (Stored in the UET card), and

other relevant personal information of the user.
0097. When a user desires to use a UET card for a
transaction, the following Sequence takes place. First, the
user turns on the power for the UET card. Optionally, a
Security Sequence may then take place. In that event, the user
must then enter a Security code within a predetermined
amount of time, Such as 10 Seconds. If the user does not enter

the correct Security code within the predetermined amount
of time, the card may prompt him or her to try again. The
UET card may be programmed to permit the user a prede
termined number of attempts, Such as three attempts. If the
user cannot enter the correct Security code within the pre
determined amount of time and within the predetermined
number of attempts, the card may deactivate itself, So that it
can no longer be used without re-authorization from the
company which issued the UET card.
0.098 When the user enters the proper security code
within the predetermined amount of time, the display shown
in FIG. 12 will appear. The user may then select the type of
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transaction from a menu which includes choices Such as

credit card transactions, bank card transactions, retail credit

transactions, medical or insurance transactions, personal
identification, travel or telephone, or other miscellaneous
transactions.

0099] If the user selects a credit transaction, then an
image such as that shown in FIG. 13 will appear. The user
can then Select one of a number of credit cards, Such as the

American Express card, and an image Such as that shown on
FIG. 14 will appear. Optionally, a security procedure may
take place for the American Express card, which the user can
activate by touching the SEC icon on the touchscreen. If the
Security option has been preselected for the American
Express card, then the American Express card may be used
only if the proper Security code is entered. Once the user has
activated the American Express service on the UET card, the
user then provides the UET card displaying the American
Express image to a Sales perSon. The Sales person connects
the UET card to the CIU, such as the CIU shown in FIG. 5,

which is connected to a point of Sales terminal. To initiate
that transaction, the Sales perSon enters the appropriate
command on the keyboard or keypad on the CIU. The CIU
receives the appropriate information from the UET card
regarding the user's American Express account, Such as the
user's name, address, the UET Serial number, the American

Express account number, account expiration date, and PIN
number. The CIU dials the telephone number of the Ameri
can Express credit Service, and when the telephone call is
connected, it sends the information received from the UET

card to the American Express credit Service, plus informa
tion from the point of Sales Store, Such as the retailer
identification number, the amount of the transaction, etc.

During the transaction, the display on the UET card may
display the images shown in FIG. 15.
0100. The American Express service then provides a
credit check and, if appropriate, Sends an authorization
number to the CIU. At this juncture, the American Express
Service could, optionally, update the credit card information
in the UET card for additional, dynamic, security. Security
could be further improved by allowing the American
Express Service to modify or delete personal information,
such as the user's signature, if the UET card were to be
reported stolen or otherwise misused. After the CIU receives
the authorization number, the user is then required to autho
rize the transaction, which is displayed on the UET card, by
either signing the UET card, or on paper, or on Some other
device, and the user has the option of entering an amount for
a tip or gratuity, as shown in FIG. 16. After the user Signs
for the transaction, the Signature that the user entered upon
initialization of the card appears, So that the user's Signature
may be checked. The user's Signature may appear on the
display of the UET card, or on the CIU, or on the display of
the point of Sales computer, or on any combination thereof.
If the Sales perSon is Satisfied with the Signature comparison,
the Sales person completes the transaction, and the CIU
transmits completed details of the Sales transaction to the
point of Sales computer, the UET card, and the American
Express Service. Those details include the date of the trans

action, the amount, the name of the retail store or Service (for
the UET card and the American Express service records), the
name of the customer (for the American Express and point
of Sales computers), etc.
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FIG. 30 outlines a variety of interfaces which may

be used in connection with the UET card. This includes

interfaces for credit card companies, banks, department
Stores, travel Service companies, gasoline companies, health
Service providers, and miscellaneous Service providers, Such
aS reStaurantS, etc.

0102 FIG. 31 is a diagram of a health service provider
system which uses the UET card of the present invention,
which includes patients who have UET cards. The patients
UET card includes, in memory, all or Some of the patient's
medical history, including allergies, potentially critical con
ditions, drug allergies, and the like. It also includes infor
mation concerning the patient's employer and health care
insurer or insurers, which may include insurance companies
or Medicare or Medicaid or other insurance organizations.
The medical information also may include identifying infor
mation of the physicians, hospitals, laboratories, and phar
macies which have provided health care Services for the
patient.
0103) When a patient visits a health care provider for
treatment, laboratory work, or to purchase drugs, the UET
card may be used in a manner Similar to that of a credit card
transaction. The UET card is connected to a CIU, which is

connected to a personal computer (or other type of com
puter) used by the health care provider. In an emergency
room Setting, for example, the UET card may be used to
instantly provide all of the information that is usually
obtained through interviewing a patient or those who have
brought the patient to the emergency room, thus providing
instantaneous and accurate information in order to expedite
the admittance and treatment of the patient.
0104. At present significant health cost is attributed to
paperwork. Through the use of the UET card as a health
card, a Substantial amount of Such paperwork can be elimi
nated and transactions with doctors, hospitals and insurance
companies can be conducted Simultaneously in real time to
resolve disputes and can be recorded electronically. It is this
type of application of the UET card which makes the
concept of Super information highways practical and prof
itable. Unless these expensive paper transactions are elimi
nated, it will be difficult to improve productivity and effi
ciency and reduce management costs in all transactions, be
it with banks, hospitals or ShopS.

1-32. (canceled)

33. A method of issuing an account by a Service institution
to a user of a universal electronic transaction card to
authorize the user to use the universal electronic transaction

card for the account comprising:
a. obtaining predetermined information from the user as
required by the Service institution;
b. issuing account information for the user, including an
account number;

c. establishing an electronic communication between the
user's universal electronic transaction card and the

Service institution;

d. downloading to the user's universal electronic trans
action card the issued account information;

e. registering the electronic transaction card with a central
Security agency; and
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f. receiving personal Security information from the central
Security agency.
34. The method of claim 33 in which issued account
information includes the name of the Service institution

account Service and a graphic image of the Service institu
tions account Service logo.
35. The method of claim 33 wherein the step of receiving
personal Security information from the central Security
agency further compriseS receiving a personal identification
number.
36. The method of claim 33 wherein the account infor

mation further includes coded Security information unique to
the user.
37. The method of claim 33 wherein the account infor

mation further includes coded Security information unique to
the Service institution.
38. The method of claim 33 wherein the account infor

mation further includes coded Security information unique to
the Service institution and to the user.

39. A pocket-sized device for Storing, transmitting, and
receiving information, including personal information for a
user of the pocket-sized device, account information for
accounts with Service institutions in which the user has an

account, and transactional information for account with
Service institutions in which the user has an account, for a

plurality of Service institutions, comprising:
a. a housing, adapted to fit in a pocket or purse;
b. a processor, enclosed in the housing, the processor
adapted to process personal information, account infor
mation and transactional information;

c. a touch-Sensitive display, Supported by the housing and
coupled to the processor;
d. a memory, enclosed in the housing and coupled to the
processor, the memory adapted to Store personal infor
mation, account information, transactional information,

and personal Security information received from a
central Security agency; and
e. a communication circuit enclosed in the housing and
coupled to the processor, the processor being adapted to
conduct electronic transactions for a plurality of
accounts via the communication circuit.

40. The pocket-sized device of claim 39, wherein the
communication circuit comprises an infra-red transceiver.
41. The pocket-sized device of claim 39, wherein the
communication circuit comprises a radio frequency trans
ceiver.

42. The pocket-sized device of claim 39, wherein the
communication circuit is coupled to metallic contacts.
43. The pocket-sized device of claim 39, wherein the
communication circuit is adapted to communicate with a
point of Sale terminal.
44. The pocket-sized device of claim 39, wherein the
transactional information includes a plurality of images
corresponding to receipts of transactions.
45. The pocket-sized device of claim 39, wherein the
account information includes a plurality of images of rep
licas of cards.
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46. A method of conducting an electronic transaction
comprising the Steps of:

a) Selecting from a universal electronic transaction card a
Service institution account from a group of Service
institution accounts,

b) establishing an electronic communication between the
universal electronic transaction card and a point of Sale
transaction System;

c) transmitting from the universal electronic transactions

card to the point of Sale transaction System the account
information for the Selected Service institution account;

d) receiving from the point of sale transaction System a
user-changeable transaction record for the transaction
to the universal electronic transaction card; and

e) authorizing the transaction on the universal electronic
transaction card.

47. The method of claim 46, wherein the user-changeable
transaction record includes the option of adding a gratuity to
the transaction record.

48. The method of claim 46, further comprising the step
of Storing the transaction record in the universal electronic
transaction card with respect to the Service institution
acCOunt.

49. A pocket-sized device for Storing, transmitting, and
receiving information, including personal information for a
user of the pocket-sized device, account information for
accounts with Service institutions in which the user has an

account, and transactional information for account with
Service institutions in which the user has an account, for a

plurality of Service institutions, comprising:

a. a housing, adapted to fit in a pocket or purse;
b. a processor, enclosed in the housing, the processor
adapted to process personal information, account infor
mation and transactional information;

c. a display, Supported by the housing and coupled to the
proceSSOr,

d. a memory, enclosed in the housing and coupled to the
processor, the memory adapted to Store personal infor
mation, account information, and transactional infor

mation, including a plurality of transaction records,
e. a first communication circuit, adapted to establish data
communication to conduct electronic transactions with

a merchant, coupled to the housing and to the proces
Sor, and

f. a Second communications circuit, adapted to establish
data communications with at least one Service institu

tion;

wherein the pocket sized device is adapted to receive
information comprising a monthly Statement from at
least one Service institution.

50. The pocket-sized device of claim 49, wherein the first
communication circuit is adapted to establish data commu
nication with a point of Sale terminal.
51. The pocket-sized device of claim 49, wherein at least
one of the transaction records comprises a receipt.
52. The pocket-sized device of claim 51, wherein the
receipt includes a user authorization.

